Widening Access: It’s who we are.
While all Scottish universities are committed to widening
access, Abertay, with our grounding in the community, has
led the way in levelling the playing field for disadvantaged
students living in north-east Scotland*. Our approach
simply recognises that it’s much harder for some to
demonstrate their ability through exams than it is for others.
*Abertay was the first university in Scotland to pioneer ‘Minimum Access
Thresholds’ for school pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds, meaning an
applicant might secure a place with three Highers at BBB, rather than four
Highers at AABB

Offering Opportunity
Abertay gets the best students
by considering much more than
the location of the applicant’s
home. We assess them as
individuals and also take a range
of indicators into account in our
admission process. We find people
with the ability but not the grades
for university, and we support
them with a range of routes to an
Abertay degree.

Abertay’s basket of strengths
benefit all our students but are
a particularly good match for
pupils from disadvantaged
backgrounds. They made up 17%
of all the Scottish undergraduate
students we admitted in 2018/19
AND progress at a similar rate to
all others.

What works well for students is that:
•

We’re small. Small is less intimidating – our small campus
and smaller class sizes make it easier to get to know
lecturers, make friends and belong. It’s a friendlier, more
personal university experience.

•

We’re a modern university that focuses on getting our
students work ready. Through activities like work placements,
guest lecturers and being set real life challenges from
industry, we build CVs before graduation, not after it.

•

We’re supportive – students have a one-stop-shop for
academic or personal support.

Key facts
26% of our 2018-19 undergraduate entrants experienced educational
disadvantage or come from SIMD20 (the most deprived) postcode areas.
17% of all the Scottish undergraduate students we admitted in 2018-19
were eligible for an offer adjusted to take account of their circumstances.
Over a third of our entrants each year articulate from college with the
vast majority receiving full credit for their college HN qualification.

Three routes to an Abertay degree
1 Placing achievement in context: Abertay’s approach
Dropping entrance requirements alone is too crude a measure and
exposes applicants to an unreasonably high risk of failure and its
consequences. Instead, our starting point was a comprehensive
review of entry requirements to identify the minimum entry requirements,
‘access threshold’, to undertake the degree programmes successfully.
Our eligibility criteria goes beyond using SIMD20 (postcodes of the most
deprived areas) with the student qualifying if:
• they’ve spent a significant amount of time in care
• they’ve participated in a recognised access programme such as
LIFT OFF, ASPIRE NORTH or LEAPS
OR, has a combination of at least two of the following factors:
• they’ve gone to a school where few progress to university
• their parents/guardian haven’t gone to university
• they live in an SIMD20 area.
2 Coming from College
College is often the route into university for students from disadvantaged
backgrounds. Abertay works closely with local partner colleges, Dundee
& Angus College, Fife College and Al-Maktoum College, on a wide range
of articulation routes from HNC/HND across our degree programmes.
Our full-time Widening Access and College Liaison Officer works closely
with colleges to promote degree progression messages with college
staff and students. The success of this work contributes significantly to
widening access given that over one third of the students who joined
Abertay in 2018 came to us from college, starting at year 2 or 3 of their
degree programme.
3 Adult returners to education
Part of widening access is to encourage and support adults to return to
education. Abertay’s AHEAD programme is a part-time evening access
course for people who have been out of education for three years or more,
and have insufficient qualifications for university. This is an audience who
may never have considered themselves university material, or because
they are older, may have thought the opportunity for university had
passed them by. Reaching such people and creating awareness of the
AHEAD programme has been challenging but greatly enhanced through
promoting the programme through social media and simplifying and
digitising the application form so it can be completed online. The
programme is successful - half of all AHEAD students progress onto
Abertay degree programmes.

Supporting students
Abertay is a supportive university. It starts before students join us,
continues during study and also after graduation.
Before: Support starts before arrival through two skills and confidence
building week-long programmes aimed at:
• pupils joining Abertay from school (the University Preparation
programme UP)
• students joining us from college (the Abertay College Transition
programme – ACT
Both programmes help prepare new students for the demands of
the degree programme by familiarising them with university life and
introducing them to the academics, librarians and academic skills
tutors available to help and advise with all aspects of study.
During: Our students benefit from a range of support services that
covers all aspects of university life during their time with us:
• academic: such as thinking critically, academic writing and
strategies for studying
• personal: such as counselling services and mental health advisors.
• practical: such as financial advice that includes information about
bursaries, scholarships and childcare funding.
After: Even after they graduate, our students have access to:
• all our Careers Services for up to three years. Anything from expert
advice on tweaking a CV to identifying career opportunities.
• our Entrepreneurship Hub, Bell Street Ventures. It has hot desks,
workshops, courses, and advice – all to help turn our students and
graduates business ideas into reality.
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